Wiki.Page
wiki.Page(path : str, section : str?, revision : num?, show : bool?, heading : int?) :
xml
Include a wiki page.
This function is only for page inside the wiki.

Usage Restrictions
1.8.1 or later

Parameters
Name

Type

Description

path

str

Path of a given wiki page.

section

str?

Section name (optional, default: none)

revision

num?

show

bool?

heading

int?

page revision to use
0 is the head revision
> 0 is a specific revision (e.g. 1 is the first revision)
< 0 is revision relative to head revision (e.g. -1 is the previous revision)
(optional, default: head revision, 8.05.2b or later)
show page/section title of included page (optional, default: no, 9.02 or later)

set page/section title heading and adjust all sub-headings accordingly; the adjustment is applied
even when the page/section heading is not shown
range: 0-5, where 0 is 'Title' style, 1 is 'Heading 1', and so forth;
(optional, default: keep original headings, 9.02 or later)

Result
The wiki page or wiki page section.

Samples
Output

Overview

"MindTouch YYYY" is the name for the
commercial version of MindTouch Deki.
example, "MindTouch 2009" is a comme
version that is derived from the open sou
Lyons release. MindTouch Deki refers to
API+UI

To display the contents of a given wiki page:

{{wiki.page("/Community/
On_the_name%3a_MindTouch_vs._MindTouch_Deki_vs._MindTouch_Deki_Wiki")
}}

As MindTouch has evolved, our applicat
has been gone through numerous name
changes as well as the way we version e
release. This document outlines the hist
of the name, and some justification. This
document will go track the change in rev
chronological order.

March
2009: Bifurcation of
commercial vs. open
source in name

For the Lyons (9.02) release, the
commercial version of MindTouch Deki
simply became known as "MindTouch
2009." Open source versions will continu
utilize the "MindTouch Deki" name for th
immediate future.

2008: "MindTouch De
Wiki" becomes
"MindTouch Deki"

In an effort to further highlight the underl
architecture of the MindTouch Deki Wiki
platform and its capabilities in mashing u
data at a non-UI level, the "wiki" compon
of the product was dropped.
"MindTouch Deki Wiki" simply became
known as "MindTouch Deki."

2007: Hardware
appliance becomes
"MindTouch Deki Wik

MindTouch originally created a hardware
appliance: at various points of its existen
it was called "MKS" (MindTouch Knowle
Server), "MOSS", and DekiBox. After the
hardware idea was dropped, the softwar
component was called
"MindTouch Deki Wiki."

To display the contents of a given wiki page section:

{{wiki.page("/Community/
On_the_name%3a_MindTouch_vs._MindTouch_Deki_vs._MindTouch_Deki_Wiki",
"Overview") }}

"MindTouch YYYY" is the name for the
commercial version of MindTouch Deki.
example, "MindTouch 2009" is a comme
version that is derived from the open sou
Lyons release. MindTouch Deki refers to
API+UI

As MindTouch has evolved, our applicat
has been gone through numerous name
changes as well as the way we version e
release. This document outlines the hist

of the name, and some justification. This
document will go track the change in rev
chronological order.
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